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Introduction
The UN may finalize a legal regime for the sustainable use of marine biodiversity in areas beyond national jurisdiction ("BBNJ"), through an Implementing Agreement to the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea ("UNCLOS").
1 However, there seems to be no discussion on registering a marine scientific research ("MSR") activity on BBNJ in the above instrument, for the purposes of prima facie research transparency. The conduct of MSR on BBNJ encompasses the high seas and the Area (the sea bed, ocean floor and its sub-soil beyond the limits of national jurisdiction) or perhaps in the airspace above the high seas. This paper argues that the governance of BBNJ research activities, taking cognizance but independent of the access and benefit sharing debates at the UN, should be registered in a new instrument called the United Nations Register on BBNJ Research Activities, (hereinafter UN Register), following the precedent set by the 1975 Convention on the Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space. 2 The triangulation of three factors -the interim absence of an international framework for BBNJ, 3 the omission in deliberating on registration of BBNJ research activities in the ongoing UN debates, and an interim laissez-faire attitude in the exploration and exploitation of these resources -has led to a need for transparency in governance of BBNJ research activities on the high seas, deemed a global public good. 4 Such a UN Register adopted under a UNGA Resolution, will facilitate transparency in governance of BBNJ research for all actors. Following the UNCLOS, the International Sea-bed Authority ("ISBA") has mandate over the functions in the Area. Article 143(1) of the UNCLOS provides that 1 Adopted on Dec. 10, 1982 ; entered into force on Nov. 16, 1994 Nov. 16, , 1833 , available at http://www.un.org/ depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf (last visited on Apr. 24, 2018). National Jurisdiction, 25:106 Earth NEgotiatioNs Bull. (2016) , available at http://enb.iisd.org/vol25/enb25106e.html. See also Preparatory Committee established by General Assembly Resolution 69/292: Development of an international legally binding instrument under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea on the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction, Chair's overview of the first session of the Preparatory Committee, available at http://www.un.org/depts/los/biodiversity/prepcom_files/PrepCom_1_ Chair's_Overview.pdf (all last visited on Apr. 24, 2018); F. BEvis, MariNE gENEtic rEsourcEs, accEss aNd BENEFit shariNg : lEgal aNd Biological PErsPEctivEs (2013) It is sometimes referred to as common-pool resources in economics such as fish stocks leading to the "tragedy of the commons." See G. Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162(3859) sci. 1243 Commons, 162(3859) sci. -8(1968 .
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MSR in the Area shall be carried out exclusively for peaceful purposes and the benefit of mankind as a whole, in accordance with Part XIII. Article 142(2) points out that the Authority may carry out MSR concerning the Area and its resources and enter into contracts for that purpose. Resources during the third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea negotiations were understood to be non-living resources. The Authority is legally mandated to promote and encourage the conduct of MSR in the Area and coordinate and disseminate the results when available. Part XIII of the UNCLOS has established guidelines regarding MSR. The ongoing circle of UN debates on the BBNJ points to a lacuna in the international debate regarding a register of information on governance of MSR activities in the BBNJ in the final agreement.
5 This paper is composed of six parts including Introduction and Conclusion. Part two will discuss compatibility with the UNCLOS and public good nature. Part three will review registration of BBNJ research activities. Part four will address the proposal. Part five will show the scope of the proposed UN register on BBNJ research activities. States and competent international organizations shall co-operate, through the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agreements, to create favourable conditions for the conduct of MSR in the marine environment and to integrate the efforts of scientists in studying the essence of phenomena and processes occurring in the marine environment and the interrelations between them.
Compatibility with the UNCLOS and Public Good Nature
The learned author queries the compatibility of the bio-prospecting and bio-discovery processes with the rule of law in the MSR provisions of the UNCLOS, Article 246, Paragraphs (3) and (5 a). Scovazzi underscores the distinction that Article 246, which applies to the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf, makes between two kinds of marine scientific research projects, namely those carried out "to increase scientific knowledge of the marine environment for the benefit of all mankind (para.
3), and those "of direct significance for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources, whether living or non-living" (para. 5 (a)). 18 He further argues that it is this distinction that lends credibility to the opinion that, under the UNCLOS regime, research directly related to the purpose of commercial exploitation of resources also falls under the general label of "marine scientific research. 19 Scovazzi opines that MSR in the Area, including what is called bio-prospecting, might fall under the general obligations to ensure the benefit of mankind as a whole, as required by Article 143, paragraph 20 So, the learned author would argue that when Article 143 is read with Article 246, Article 143 denies an assumption of absolute freedom to carry out bioprospecting in the Area. This in turn would mean that States active in bioprospecting in the Area would be bound to contribute to the benefit of mankind. Such an approach is also compatible with the views of, for example, the EU, Australia and Mexico. The EU referred to the "Tara Expeditions as an example of non-monetary benefits by making publicly available research on MGRs"; Australia emphasized "the need to include access to research opportunities, pointing to fairness and equity as the underpinnings of a benefit-sharing structure"; and Mexico addressed "the appeal of the CBD Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice ("SBSTTA") to ensure effective dissemination of MSR related to MGRs." The term, MSR is understood to encompass the study of the marine environment and its resources for peaceful purposes. It should be carried out for the benefit of the common heritage of mankind including equitable benefit sharing.
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B. Global Public Good
Article 243 of the UNCLOS states that favorable conditions should be created for MSR whereby States and competent international organizations are legally required to co-operate through the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agreements and to integrate the efforts of scientists in studying the essence of the phenomena and processes occurring in the marine environment and the interrelations between them. A similar obligation is imposed under Article 244 which provides for the publication and dissemination of information and knowledge through appropriate channels on proposed major programs and their objectives as well as knowledge resulting from the research. For this purpose, Article 244 (2) jointly with others to promote the flow of scientific data and information and transfer of knowledge resulting from the research especially for developing countries and to strengthen their biomass of technical and scientific personnel. Besides, the UNCLOS Preamble states that the problems of ocean space are closely interrelated and need to be considered as a whole. The Preamble also recognizes: the desirability of establishing through this Convention, with due regard for the sovereignty of all States, a legal order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate international communication, and will promote the peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their resources, the conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection and preservation of the marine environment.
The Preamble underscores that achieving "these goals will contribute to the realization of a just and equitable international economic order which takes into account the interests and needs of mankind as a whole and, in particular, the special interests and needs of developing countries, whether coastal or land-locked."
The initiation and details of the research project and data collection, whether in bio-discovery or bio-prospecting, should be made known to all humankind. Sustainable BBNJ should always be encouraged to examine it from a utilitarian perspective, because it measures up as an inherently global public good conferring the greatest benefit on humankind, i.e., the greatest good of all humankind not just the greatest good of the greatest number. 23 In economics, a resource considered as a global public good is considered free for all and no one may own it or exclude others from enjoying it. The economic concept of the global public good in the context of BBNJs refers to the common societal benefit of the BBNJs that should permit all actors to engage in such research activity for any peaceful purpose. Consequently, and as a correlative to that right and freedom, the part of the various actors is obliged to inform the UN of its BBNJ activity. There is an inherent right for all States to know who are the actors out there, what equipment are being placed on the ocean floor or water column, and what sort of in-situ deep-sea research is being engaged in. There does not seem to be an "international science laboratory" as yet for the BBNJs. The BBNJ actors may be scientists, companies, state sponsored or private conglomerates or anyone else. Other related questions are centered on the BBNJ cruises such as the concerned transects, dates of commencement and completion of a specific project, objectives, scope and national registration identities.
Currently, there is no "one-stop center" that has recorded the multiple actors. Nether States, nor international organizations could carry out their BBNJ research activities. In this regard, Article 143 of the UNCLOS which provides the broad principles of MSR in the Area does not address the establishment of a register of activities, though, on a comparative note, the templates for deep-sea mining do require some information from the deep sea mining contractors through the Mining Code who intend to prospect, explore and exploit mineral resources in the Area. The templates cover questions dealing with minerals and the environment.
It would be vital to encourage all BBNJ researches for peaceful purposes to be subject to a registration procedure of the actors and their research activities so that there is transparency of information. Subsequently, States could promote international cooperation and conclude favorable international agreements for the conduct of BBNJ researches under the auspices of the UN for the commercialization of the results.
Although States would be obliged to register the national or regional entities involved in BBNJ research, it would address an important regulatory gap and three governance gaps due to a lack of global procedure and ineffective flag State jurisdiction and control over the activity.
24 From a governance perspective, a UN register of BBNJ activities will enable progress in research to be recorded and monitored by either the UN or an authority under the supervision of the UN. This falls within the scope of Article 197 of the UNCLOS which states: "States shall cooperate on a global basis and, as appropriate, on a regional basis, directly or through competent international organizations, in formulating and elaborating international rules, standards and recommended practices and procedures consistent with this Convention, for the protection and preservation of the marine environment, taking into account regional features."
Registration of BBNJ Research Activities: Inspiration from the Registration Regime in Outer Space Law
The UN system on outer space law has two registers for the registration of the space objects: one adopted under a General Assembly Registration Convention. It was necessary to know the objects launched into outer space. In space law, the Registration Convention also assists in identifying objects and providing data with respect to the Liability Convention. 40 The Registration Convention is one of five major space treaties. 41 
B. The Salient Provisions of the Registration Convention
The Registration Convention was adopted by the UN General Assembly on November 12, 1974 (Resolution 3235 (XXIX)). 54 However, as Simonetta Di Pippo pointed out, it was built upon the State practices for space object registration under Resolution 1721B (XVI) and evolution of international space law. 55 Its Preamble recognizes the common interest of all mankind in furthering the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes; affirms that States shall bear international responsibility for their national activities in outer space; and refers to the State on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried. It also addresses the provision for the national registration by launching States of space objects. Most importantly, a central register of objects launched into outer space should be established and maintained, on a mandatory basis, by the UN Secretary-General. The Preamble addresses that a mandatory system of registering objects launched into outer space would, in particular, assist in their identification and contribute to the application and development of international law governing the exploration and the use of outer space. Article I(a) defines 'launching State' as: (i) A State which launches or procures the launching of a space object; (ii) A State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched. Article II refers to the registration of space objects launched into earth orbit or beyond:
1. When a space object is launched into earth orbit or beyond, the launching State shall register the space object by means of an entry in an appropriate registry which it shall maintain (added: a national registry). Each launching State shall inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the establishment of such a registry. Article V stresses the notification to the Secretary-General when a space object is "marked with the designator or registration number" prior to launch. Article VI requires States, particularly those with tracking capabilities, "to respond to the greatest extent feasible" to the requests in the identification of a space object "which has caused damage to it or to any of its natural or juridical persons, or which may be of a hazardous or deleterious nature." Article VII, Paragraph 1 provides that references to States shall be deemed to apply to any international intergovernmental organization which conducts space activities if both the organization declares its acceptance of the rights and obligations provided for in this Convention, and a majority of the Under the Resolution Register, the following space objects are registered:
• 89 percent of functional space objects that are presently in Earth orbit or beyond;
• 96 percent of functional space objects that were in Earth orbit;
• 87 percent of functional space objects that are/were in GSO;
• 90 percent of functional space objects that are in LEO/MEO;
• Space objects on deep space/planetary missions;
• All space objects carrying nuclear power sources;
• Crewed spacecraft;
• Space station flight elements (including modules and robotic arms); and Other UNOOSA statistics reveal:
• Between 1957 and 2010, only a few functional space objects were not registered per year.
• Only 8 percent of functional space objects have not been registered since 1957 to present. In 2010, 120 functional space objects were launched. In 2014, the number rose to 240.
• 29 percent of the functional space objects launched in 2014 are no longer in orbit.
• Non-registration of functional space objects rose from 8 percent in 2010 to 27 percent in 2014.
• In 2010, 21 States and IGOs launched space objects. In 2014, 34 States and IGOs launched. In 2015, 220 functional space objects were launched by 22 States and 3 IGOs.
• 72 percent of functional space objects launched in 2015 remain unregistered. However, several States have informed UNOOSA that they are finalising registration submission for the majority of these objects. UNOOSA expects non-registration to drop to 7 percent after receiving submissions.
• Some new 'space nations' have indicated that they are working on registration of their space objects.
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When States and international intergovernmental organizations agree to abide by the Convention, they are required to establish their own national registries and provide information on their space objects to the Secretary-General for the inclusion in the UN Register. Responsibility for maintenance of the Register was delegated by the Secretary-General to UNOOSA. As required under the treaty, UNOOSA publicly disseminates the information provided as UN documents, which are available through its website and through the United Nations Official Document System. UNOOSA refers to the two separate, yet complementary, registers of objects launched into outer space maintained by the Secretary-General exist: 'Resolution Register' (A/ AC.105/INF/series documents) and 'Convention Register' (ST/SG/SER.E/series documents). After its entry into force, States Parties began providing information under the Registration Convention on space objects instead of Resolution 171B (XVI). UNOOSA also highlights the 'overlap' between the two Registers: registration under Resolution 1721B (XVI) and date of re-entry under the Registration Convention:
• Some States have re-registered all their space objects under the Registration Convention.
Example: France in ST/SG/SER.E/445 of March 2004.
• In such cases, the space objects are removed from the Resolution Register and placed 63 Id.
in the Convention Register. A notation that the object was formerly registered in the Resolution Register is made.
• Information required under the Registration Convention is similar to that voluntarily provided by States under resolution 1721B (XVI). 
The Proposal
The governance of BBNJ Research Activities may draw upon the lessons and implications from space law. The proposal comprises the establishment of a UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities and the Introductory Concept Note to the proposed UN Register. The authors submit that MSR per se, though not defined in the UNCLOS, is a self-explanatory term because it involves a pure science phase and may or may not involve an applied science phase resulting in commercialization of a product. The scientific part would comprise all phases and procedures in prospecting, exploring and exploiting the BBNJ resource.
A. UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities
There are several advantages in the establishment of a UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities. First, the establishment of a UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities will ensure transparency and give prior notification to the UN. It may be provided for under Articles 243 and 244 of the UNCLOS or following the precedent set by the Registration Convention. Second, such a UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities will hopefully promote comity and good faith among all such sectors as States, regions and institutions. It is unknown if BBNJ objects may or may not be stationed permanently on the high seas unlike space objects. Third, such a UN Register will address BBNJ research activities in the Area. Unlike the law of outer space which has to deal with uncertainties over air space and outer space boundary delimitations, the UNCLOS applies to an areas beyond national jurisdiction after the 200 nautical miles EEZ and continental shelf. 67 Fourth, where a State or its agent or its national/s or an international, regional or national collaboration of entities prospect for explore/s and or exploit/s BBNJ resources, those marine research actions could be considered as "BBNJ research activities" by these actors. Examples of BBNJ research actions might include the emplacement of any object by these actors on the high seas, as well as any component part, and parts thereof which may belong to one or more actors, for collecting and transmitting information, or transporting and manufacturing processes. Marine research actions could furnish research platforms and research stations. They could accommodate materials on a BBNJ equipment or apparatus that may not be off-loaded and exist separately in BBNJs as part of the marine research activity. Dismantled equipment no longer used in MSR may also be recorded. BBNJ research equipment should cover both functional and non-functional equipment. It should extend to all items of property on board as well as debris and refuse originating from a BBNJ equipment either while stationing in a BBNJ, or when scattered anywhere on return to land. If BBNJ equipment debris accumulates in the high seas, it would require a UN policy on the matter as to whether States should 'disown' such objects by entries in the register so that they may be freely moved or removed by others. Any station and installation constructed by the above actors for BBNJ research should be considered as independent BBNJ equipment.
Fifth, arguably, a UN Register of BBNJ Research Activities will to some extent support an orderly and reasonable exploration and use of the high seas. 68 It is noteworthy that Article II of the Registration Convention also strives to identify space objects that have caused damage to other space objects in the Earth Orbit and beyond. However, the idea behind the UN Register for BBNJ Research Activities is to inform the UN of the various research activities taking place in the area of the high seas. (1985) .
to the 1962 UN Register of Objects Launched into Outer Space adopted under the UN General Assembly Resolution 1721B which assisted the UNCOPOUS in its outer space deliberations resulting in space object registration. The proposed UN Register on BBNJ Research Activities will cover all actors identified above. It will assist in bringing some measure of transparency into these activities at the UN level.
B. Introductory Concept Note to the UN Register for BBNJ Research Activities
The Introductory Concept Note to the proposed UN Register should address all States and entities, both inter-governmental and non-governmental (generally called actors), intending to conduct MSR on BBNJ. All actors would be required to register their BBNJ vessels and associated equipment and parts thereof (generally called BBNJ objects), in a UN Register for BBNJ Research Activities. The BBNJ research activity may be carried out on the high seas, sea-floor or airspace above the high seas. This in turn would necessitate the drawing up of a national register of research in those areas within national jurisdiction by the cruise organizers. In addition to the mandatory central UN Register on BBNJ Research Activities, it would in turn contribute to the application and development of international law governing the BBNJ. It would also be necessary to appoint an International Designator, a Regional and a National Designator when relevant and necessary, to confer a respective registration number to that research exercise. Each research should have the relevant Registration Document to carry out that research exercise. Every research exercise before UN registration should have regional and/or national approval. It would also be of international interest to know the proposed transect of the cruise, the date of the proposed research activity/ies, and position of research including the coordinates. The dates of commencement and return of the research cruise and the main purpose or function of the research exercise should be stated. Likewise, the name and registration details of the BBNJ object should be stated. The results may or may not be published in the new instrument. The cost and source of funding and duration of the research should be made known.
A State could be referred to as a 'researching State' if conducting the BBNJ Research Activity on the high seas, sea-floor or airspace above the high seas and which registers the BBNJ object. Each State of registry may, from time to time, provide the UN Secretary-General with additional information concerning a BBNJ research object carried on its national registry. It should be required to notify the UN Secretary-General, to the greatest extent feasible and as soon as practicable, of BBNJ research objects concerning which it has previously transmitted information, and which have been but no longer are on the high seas. References to States should be deemed to apply to any international intergovernmental organization which conducts BBNJ research activities. The main headings in the UN Registry could perhaps follow the model for outer space objects, mutatis mutandis, as follows: International Registration; National Registration; Name of MSR Object; State/Organization; Date of Launch; Location; UN Registered; Registration Document; Other Documents; Status, Date of Decay or Change; Function of BBNJ research object; Return of BBNJ research object; Secretariat's Remarks; and External website.
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This Introductory Note should be reviewed from time to time. By way of comparison, contractors engaged in polymetallic nodules mining in the deep seabed area under the UNCLOS are required to submit data as required by the ISBA templates on geological data, definition, datatype, purpose and values regarding Meta data, General Description, Geochemistry and Geotechnical parameters.
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Meta data is further divided into Cruise and Sampling information. In Cruise information, the definition of a cruise requires the Cruise name, research vessel, leg number, geographical sector, and area sector. Sampling information focuses on latitude, longitude, date, time, water depth (m), station ID, abundance (kg/m2), remarks/comments, sample ID, sampling device, location of samples and remarks. 73 General Description focuses on the morphology, nodule sixe (cm), texture, nucleus, mineralogy. Geochemistry has no particular breakdown, but requires information on definition, data type, purpose and values of minerals. Many of geotechnical parameters are moisture content (%), porosity (%), void ratio, bulk density (g/cm3), dry density (g/cm3), specific gravity (g/cm3), tensile strength (MPa), compressive strength (MPa), coefficient strength of rocks, module residual deformation (Gpa), elastic modules (GPa), other measurements and analytical techniques.
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As the ISBA requirements templates are very detailed for contractors of polymanganese nodules mining and required under a multilateral convention, it is not proposed to use them here. However, where States are willing to consider a fresh set of criteria applicable to BBNJ research, those could be factored instead. 
Way Forward: Scope of the Proposed UN Register on BBNJ Research Activities and Implications for Asian States
The commitments that States and intergovernmental organizations would be required to engage into are contribution of data from the national register to the UN Register on BBNJ Research Activities. However, the responsibility for its maintenance could be delegated by the Secretary-General to the UN Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea ("UNDOALOS"). The UNDOALOS may then like UNOOSA publicly disseminate the information provided as UN documents, through its website and through the UN Official Document System. Currently, the percentage of BBNJ research objects are unknown to the UN as these have not been registered with the UN Secretary-General. As mentioned above, JAMSTEC and KORDI have engaged in MSR in coastal and deep sea areas. As leaders in this field, these scientists could perhaps encourage other scientists in the ASEAN and China to engage in fundamental and applied research projects of BBNJ in a consortium. 75 Such a move will uphold the fundamental tenets of international cooperation referred to in Articles 143(3), 242 to 244, 255 and 256 of the UNCLOS. The UN Register will record the international consortium as led either by Japan or Korea, while the national registers will refer to the national engagement at the international level. Currently, it is impossible for developing coastal States to carry out BBNJ research single-handedly.
With leadership and collaboration of Korea and Japan, the future is promising.
Conclusion
The conduct of MSR activities in areas beyond national jurisdiction have so far been carried out in the absence of a UN framework except for flag State jurisdiction under the UNCLOS and related conventions. 76 It is important to establish the proposed
